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 Back when I worked for a financial institution, the big thing in corporate 

America was to send their executives and employees to seminars and camps to 

engage in trust building exercises.  The simplest of these exercises asks a group to 

gather around one person who closes his or her eyes and falls backwards.  The goal 

is to trust that your team – which is to say your co-workers – will support you and 

catch you before you hit the floor.  More elaborate team building camps often 

include rock-climbing or a bungee cord jump.  These “trust building” exercises 

first became popular back in the 1980s when employers noticed that their 

employees were not single-minded in their devotion to the company’s bottom line.  

Most employees were spending a good deal of time looking out for themselves.  

And so corporate management hired consultants and motivational speakers and 

staged elaborate seminars to encourage their employees to trust one another and 

especially to trust the management of the corporation.  And these exercises 

sometimes worked – until the management that wanted you to trust them laid you 

off, or downsized the team that was supposed to catch you when you fell, or sold 

out to the corporate raider who promptly eliminated duplicate positions – which 

meant everyone in the newly acquired company.  These days, corporate America 

has to go to great lengths to try to build trust precisely because they haven’t spent 

one minute trying to earn trust.   
 

 If she were living today, we might imagine that the widow of Zarephath who 

appears in our first reading had been through similar corporate trauma.  Here was 

Elijah asking her for food and water – and she barely had enough flour and oil to 

cook a last meal for herself and her son.  Still, Elijah wanted something to eat and 

he told her that if she made him a little cake that her flour jar would not go empty 

nor her jug of oil run dry.  Sure, she probably thought to herself.  How big of a fool 

does he think that I am?  I have only one meal left and this Elijah is asking me to 

give it to him in return for promises.  If this poor widow was collecting sticks to 

cook her last meal, well, then things must have been pretty bleak in Zarephath.  

How could she trust this fellow – prophet or not?  She had probably trusted people 

before and been disappointed.  What would be different this time?  Well, for one 

thing, Elijah was not asking her to trust him – he was inviting her to trust in the 

Lord God. 
 

 In our gospel passage, Jesus praised similar trust in another poor widow.  All 

around her, people were placing contributions into the treasury – contributions that 

they wouldn’t miss at all.  Here were people with millions giving away a few 

hundreds – impressive, but nothing that would impact their lives one way or 



another.  They still had plenty to eat, and plenty to wear and a nice place to stay.  

Oh, their contributions were appreciated.  They probably enjoyed the fame and 

attention that came from being a major donor, but their contributions certainly 

caused them no pain, no inconvenience.  It was no sacrifice on their part.  The poor 

widow, by contrast, was praised by Jesus not because of the size of her 

contribution –it was only two small coins worth only a few cents, after all.  But her 

contribution, Jesus noted, came from her poverty.  She had contributed her whole 

livelihood – in short, she had completely trusted that God would provide for her. 
 

 Now we Catholics are not fundamentalists.  We do not interpret the Bible 

literally.  But of all of the passages in the Bible, this is one passage that many 

Catholics have chosen to interpret – or rather misinterpret most literally (the other, 

of course, is the passage about sitting in the back pew).  Jesus praised the widow’s 

contribution of a few cents and Catholics somehow think, “Well, if a few cents 

worked for the widow, I guess that’s all I need to give!”  Of course, Jesus was 

praising the widow’s sacrifice, her trust, her dependence upon God – but all some 

people see in this passage is the minimal amount.  Why are we so focused on the 

minimum?  God never gives us the minimum – why should we be so anxious to 

return only the minimum to him? 
 

 Instead, we should see in these Scripture passages a renewed invitation to 

put ourselves, our lives in God’s hands.  In difficult economic times, when money 

is tight, we fell the need to hold on to everything we have.  But even in good times, 

our inclination is to contribute the minimum rather than being willing to sacrifice 

to help those in need.  In good times and in bad, many are reluctant to offer a 

helping hand unless they know what is in it for themselves.  Yes, we may be 

struggling from time to time, but many more of our brothers and sisters are facing 

even more adversities than we are.  Especially in difficult times, God invites us to 

trust in him.  And unlike many of those in the corporate world, God has earned our 

trust – by his many gifts and blessings throughout our lives, indeed by his most 

precious gift of life itself.  We are truly called to sacrifice – not just because it is 

something that we “should” do, but because in sacrifice our heart is conformed 

more closely to that of Christ.  We must be less anxious to imitate the scribes, 

those who are comfortable and satisfied, and be more willing to imitate the widows 

in our Scriptures today, more willing to imitate Christ in sacrifice.   


